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ABSTRACT 

In the last decade wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged as a key technology for next generation 

wireless networking. Because of their advantages over other wireless networks, WMNs are undergoing 

rapid progress and inspiring numerous applications. One such application is to provide peer-to-peer 

communication for all the users who are distributed over some area. Since the users are connected in a 

wireless multi-hop passion complete ubiquity is provided. But as the number of users accessing the 

network is increasing there could be a chance of experiencing more interference by each user due to the 

communication link of every other user. So in a wireless mesh network as the load increases the 

throughput of network is going to be decreased due to wireless interference by other users. To sustain this 

problem we are going to integrate the WMN with passive optical network (PON). The resulting hybrid 

network (Optical-wireless network) could reduce the wireless hops of each user, so that we can reduce 

the total wireless interference experienced by each user resulting in improved network throughput. This 

paper aims to study the network throughput gain in Optical-wireless network subject to peer-to-peer 

communications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Optical and wireless access networks were originally developed for different communication 

scenarios. Optical networks aim to provide long distance, high-bandwidth communications [2] 

while wireless networks aim to provide ubiquitous, flexible communications mainly in 

community areas [1]. Various kinds of optical and wireless access network architectures have 

been proposed and deployed as solutions for access networks separately. A WMN typically 

consists of multiple gateways for the Internet access, a group of wireless mesh routers 

supporting multi-hop communications, and a group of mesh clients associated with wireless 

mesh routers as shown in figure 1. Nowadays, Passive Optical Network (PON) [2] has emerged 

to become the most popular optical access network solution. A PON typically consists of an 

Optical Line Terminal (OLT) at the central office transmitting optical signals received from the 

access network to the Internet and vice versa, and a group of Optical network Units (ONUs) 

receiving downstream optical signals from the OLT and generating upstream optical signals to 

the OLT as shown in figure 2. For wireless access networks, Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) 

[1] extend the reach of Wireless LANs cost effectively and have been widely deployed at 
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enterprises and community areas. In view of complementary features of both optical and 

wireless networks, the integrated optical-wireless (and WOBAN [3]) network has been 

proposed to provide a high bandwidth, low-cost hybrid access network as shown in Figure 3. 

The integration equips ONUs with the capability of modulating wirelessly received signals from 

wireless mesh routers to upstream optical signals transmitted to the OLT and the capability of 

demodulating optical signals received from the OLT and then wirelessly transmitting the signal 

to the WMN. In other words, ONUs in Optical-wireless network combines the function of 

traditional ONUs in PONs and gateways in WMNs together. An alternative implementation of 

ONUs in Optical-wireless network is to connect traditional ONUs in PONs with gateways in 

WMNs through wired links. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Wireless mesh network 

 

 
 

Figure 2. General PON architecture 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Architecture of optical-wireless network 
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Although PON can provide high bandwidth, e.g., 1.25Gbps EPON, the network throughput of 

the Optical-wireless network is still bottlenecked by the interference in wireless 

communications. In a single-radio single-channel wireless network, the maximum throughput at 

each gateway will be much less than the radio’s data rate due to intra-path and inter-path 

interferences. However, the integration of PONs and WMNs in Optical-wireless networks 

provides an opportunity to reduce the impact of interferences on the network throughput, 

especially for peer to peer communications from one wireless client to another wireless client. 

Nowadays, the growth of applications such as multimedia communications, Voice and Video 

over IP (VoIP) have made peer-to-peer communications increasingly useful in which two 

wireless clients can do things such as video transmitting, online chatting etc..., if a mesh client 

would like to communicate with another mesh client, traffic will be routed through the multi-

hop wireless path in WMNs. However, in Optical-wireless networks, such traffic can be routed 

from source mesh client to its nearest ONU, which then sends the traffic to the OLT, the OLT 

then broadcasts the traffic back to ONUs, the ONU closest to destination client can then send 

the traffic to destination client. Such a wireless- optical- wireless communication for peer-to-

peer traffic in Optical-wireless networks can bring following advantages: 

(i) It can potentially reduce the delay for some peer-to-peer communications since the 

transmission in the PON sub network can be much faster than that in the multi-hop 

wireless network. 

(ii) If some peer-to-peer communications are rerouted through the wireless-optical-wireless 

manner, such traffic may cause less interference with other communications. 

(iii) We can extend the reach of wireless mesh network. 

Such observations motivate the study of this paper. In this paper, we aim to study the network 

throughput gain in Optical-wireless networks subject to peer-to-peer communications. The rest 

of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 explains 

the system model and assumptions. Section 4 presents the routing algorithm for throughput 

optimization and section 5 shows simulation results. We conclude the paper in section 6. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Recently, the hybrid Optical-wireless network has become a very attractive topic. Work in this 

research area has been focusing on the optimal placement for ONUs, the reconfiguration of 

PON structures and routing algorithms in the wireless sub network of Optical-wireless network. 

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) Model [4] and Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm [5] 

have been proposed to minimize the average distance of any wireless mesh router to its 

neighbourhood ONU. A dynamic reconfiguration algorithm in WDM PONs is proposed in [6] 

for the better bandwidth utilization. Delay-Aware Routing Algorithm (DARA) [7] and Capacity 

and Delay Aware Routing Algorithm (CaDAR) [8] have been proposed to address the routing 

issue in the Optical-wireless network. Moreover, a centralized integrated routing algorithm is 

proposed in [9] to achieve the load balance at ONUs and to maximize the network throughput. 

In order to evaluate the network throughput gain in Optical-wireless networks, issues like 

network capacity, traffic routing and channel assignment in the wireless mesh sub network play 

important roles. In the following, we would like to introduce the related work in WMNs on 

those aspects. In the pioneer work, [9] shows that in a wireless network with n identical nodes, 

the per-node throughput is Θ (
�

√�����) assuming the random node placement and communication 

pattern. It becomes Θ (
�
√�) assuming the optimal node placement and communication pattern. 

The work in [10] aims to maximize the network throughput and meanwhile to guarantee the 

fairness among traffic flows destined to multiple gateways. Both [11] [12] propose LP based 

routing algorithms and channel assignment algorithms in multi-radio, multi-channel WMNs. In 
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particular, [11] solves the joint routing and channel assignment problem which intends to 

optimize the overall network throughput subject to the fairness constraint. In general, most work 

on both Optical-wireless networks and WMNs focus on the traffic destined to gateways for the 

Internet access. As introduced in the previous section, Optical-wireless network provides an 

attractive alternative routing for peer-to-peer communications, which can utilize the high 

bandwidth provided by the PON sub network and alleviate interferences in wireless sub 

network, thus increasing the network throughput. Therefore, our focus is on the network 

throughput gain brought by the new structural features in Optical-wireless networks compared 

with traditional WMNs when peer-to-peer communications is the traffic load. 

 

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 
 

3.1. Basics 
 

We model a Optical-wireless network as a directed graph G = (N,E) where N consists of the 

OLT denoted as node u0, a set of ONUs (gateways) denoted as NG and a set of wireless mesh 

routers denoted as NM. We assume that each wireless router is equipped with one radio working 

on the single channel with channel capacity c. All wireless nodes use the same fixed 

transmission power. The transmission range and the interference range are Rt and Ri  

respectively. Typically, Ri is β times of Rt where β ≥ 1. For any two nodes u � NM  U NG and v �  
NM, there are wireless links euv, evu � E if and only if u is within v’s transmission range and vice 

versa. All wireless nodes are assumed to be stationary. In Optical-wireless networks, ONUs 

(gateways) can communicate with each other by sending traffic to the OLT which then 

broadcasts traffic back to all ONUs. Since the capacity in the PON sub network is much larger 

than that in the wireless sub network, we can model that there is a direct communication 

between any two ONUs with infinite capacity. In other words, for any two nodes u, v � NG, 

there are links euv, evu � E with infinite link capacity. Since such communication happens in the 

PON sub network, there is no wireless interference and the interference set of such links is set to 

be Ф.  

Since our aim is to compare the throughputs of wireless mesh network and optical wireless 

network, for fair comparison we design a wireless network as a direct graph G = (N, E) where N 

consists of a set of wireless mesh routers only. We assume that each wireless router is equipped 

with one radio working on the single channel with channel capacity c as we considered in 

optical-wireless network. The transmission range and interference range are also same as 

optical-wireless model. In wireless mesh network communication links exist only among the 

wireless routers i.e. for any two nodes u � NM and v � NM, there are wireless links euv, evu � E if 

and only if  u is within v’s transmission range and vice versa. 

 

3.2. Interference model 
 

In our work, CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS is adopted to handle the MAC layer data transmissions 

in the wireless sub network of Optical-wireless networks. Therefore, the transmission on 

wireless link euv may prohibit data transmissions within Ri away from both node u because of 

RTS and node v because of CTS. For each node u � NM υ NG, assume that there is an 

interference disk Du centered at u with radius Ri. For any wireless transmitting link euv, we 

denote the union area of Du and Dv as Duv and regard any wireless transmitting link exy with its 

transmitting node x located in the area Duv as the interference link of euv. In particular, we denote 

Inter (euv) 	 E as the set of Wireless links that interfere with euv. 
 

4. TRAFFIC ROUTING 

In both wireless mesh and Optical-wireless network, since we assume that each node has only 

one radio working on one channel, there is no channel assignment issue. In order to derive the 
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maximum network throughput, we only need to consider routing and link scheduling issues. 

Considering the routing issue in traditional WMNs, traffic for peer-to-peer communications will 

always go through the shortest path between peer clients within the wireless network. On the 

other hand, in optical-wireless networks, for peer-to-peer communication between two clients, 

traffic will be first routed from source client to its nearest ONU through the shortest path within 

the wireless sub network. Then in the PON sub network, traffic will be sent to the OLT which 

then broadcasts traffic back to all ONUs. The ONU closest to destination client then sends 

traffic to the destination client through the shortest path within the wireless sub network again. 

In case if destination client is reached even before the ONU, traffic is directly routed to 

destination client from source client. In this case routing of the traffic will be same as traditional 

wireless mesh network. 

 

5. EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate the network throughput gain in Optical-wireless networks compared 

with traditional WMNs mainly based on our routing algorithm. 

 

5.1. Simulation settings  

In the simulation, the wireless sub network of Optical-wireless and the traditional WMN use the 

same network topology for all simulated instances for the sake of fair comparison. The 

difference between Optical-wireless networks and traditional WMNs resides in the connections 

between gateways. In our simulation, there are 73 wireless mesh routers which are randomly 

placed in the 300×300m
2
 square region. Each router is equipped with a single radio that works 

on the single channel as in the IEEE 802.11a. The channel capacity is c = 54Mbps. Every node 

has a transmission range Rt = 30m and the ratio β between Ri and Rt is set to 1. In general, we 

uniformly deploy 5 gateways (ONUs) in the square region and assume that any two gateways 

are beyond the transmission range of each other.  

 

5.2. Simulation results 

We compare the network throughputs obtained by both wireless mesh and optical-wireless 

networks at different loads of network. We take the number of users accessing the network is 

the load of the network. Suppose if there are 10 source, destination pairs are participating in 

communication we route 10 links as per the routing algorithm, then we calculate the number of 

interference links to each link and we calculate the resulting throughput that can be achieved by 

each link. The sum of individual throughputs is the total network throughput at that percentage 

of load. At the same load we may get different throughput value because the interference 

experienced by each link is not only depends on load of the network but also on how the 

communication links are distributed in the network. If the links are distributed in dense spacing 

we get lesser throughput than if the links are distributed with wide spacing at the same load.  

We calculate the network throughput in the same manner for both wireless mesh and optical-

wireless networks, but the difference is at how the traffic is routed in a link. Figure.4. compares 

the obtained network throughputs for both wireless mesh and optical-wireless networks. We can 

see that network throughput obtained in optical-wireless network is always much better than 

wireless mesh network. 
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Figure 4. Network throughput in WMN and optical-wireless networks 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a method to improve the network throughput in wireless mesh networks. 

As the wireless hops increases, interference in the network will increase. By integrating the 

PON with wireless mesh network we can reduce the number of wireless hops, resulting in 

decreased interference and increased network throughput. 
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